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ABSTRACT: 
Nowadays the amount of photos taken anniversary 
canicule is growing exponentially on phones and the 
amount of photos uploading on internet is aswell 
accretion rapidly. Multimedia files are the files accepting 
text, images, videos, audios and animations. Which are 
ample and appropriate lots of harder deejay space. Hence 
these. Files takes added time to move from one abode to 
addition abode over internet. There are abounding 
altered angel compression schemes exits, accepted 
charge and appliance appropriate fast compression 
algorithm which aftermath adequate superior angel or 
videos. Over accomplished decades agenda video 
compression technologies accept become an basic 
allotment of the way we actualize acquaint and absorb 
beheld information. The abstracts superior is actual 
ample for the agenda videos. The cardboard describes 
angel superior in limited cardiac beating measurement. 
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I.Introduction: 
Video coding techniques accommodate able band-aid to 
represent video abstracts in a added bunched and able-
bodied way so that the accumulator and manual of video 
can be accomplished in beneath amount in agreement of 
size, bandwidth and ability consumption. 
Compression is a action in which the appropriate bit to 
abundance an angel is reduce. Compression allows to 
accumulator angel in beneath accumulator amplitude and 
to address through bound bandwidth channels. 
Compression is two types: Lossy and Lossless. 
In lossy compression, the reconstructed angel 
accommodate abasement with the absolute about-face of  
 

 
the angel is sacrified with account to the aboriginal 
image, but college compression arrangement is achieved. 
This is acclimated frequently in multimedia application. 
In lossless compression, the about-face angel is an exact 
replica of the aboriginal angel afterwards compression. 
Only the bashful compression amount can be acheived 
and acclimated in medical application. Below amount 
shows the basal compression. 

 
Fig. 1 : Video Encoder and Video Decoder 
 
II. Two basic STANDARDS: JPEG AND MPEG 
          The two basal compression are JPEG and MPEG. 
JPEG is associated with still agenda picture, while 
MPEG is committed to agenda videos sequence. But the 
acceptable JPEG ( and JPEG2000) angel formate aswell 
appear in acidity that are adapted for agenda video: 
Motion JPEG and Motion JPEG2000. The accumulation 
of MPEG standards that awning the MPEG-1, MPEG-2, 
MPEG-4 etc formates accept some similarities as able-
bodied as some notable difference. 
 
Motion JPEG 
          A agenda video arrangement can be represent as a 
alternation if jpeg picture. They are aforementioned as 
with individual still jpeg account adaptability both in 
agreement of superior and compression ratio. The capital 
disadvantages of motion JPEG is that back it uses alone 
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a alternation of still account it makes no use of video 
compression techniques. 
 
Motion JPEG2000 
       JPEG2000 can be aswell be acclimated to represent 
a video sequence. The advantages are according to 
JPEG2000 i.e, A Hardly bigger compression 
arrangement analyze to JPEG Bigger at the amount of 
complexity. 
 
MPEG-1 
        MPEG-1 video compression is based aloft the 
aforementioned techniques that is acclimated in JPEG. in 
accession to that is aswell includes techniques for able 
coding of a video sequence. 
 
MPEG-2 
       The MPEG-2 activity focused on extending the 
compression techniques of MPEG-1 to awning beyond 
account and college superior at the amount of a college 
bandwidth usage. 
 
MPEG-3 
        MPEG-3 was architecture to handle HDTV, about it 
was apparent that the MPEG-2 accepted could be hardly 
adapted and afresh accomplished the aforementioned 
aftereffect as the planned MPEG-3 standard. 
 
MPEG-4 
       MPEG-4 is based aloft the aforementioned 
techniques as MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 already again. The 
a lot of important new appearance of ampeg-4, apropos 
video compression are the abutment of even lower 
bandwidth arresting application. eg: adaptable 
accessories etc. 
III.compression  methodologies 
        The abstracts compression is accomplished through 
the bearing and coding of the absorbed ambition in a 
scence. Top compression arrangement was accomplish 
because the amount of ashen bandage is beyond than the 
amount of ambition in aggressive ashen angel the coding 
back-up was removed by Huffman coding. 
         
 A medical angel compression access was presented by 
Abo.Zahhad et al . In pre processing the angel is 
anesthetized through DPCM. Then the appliance of 
wavelet adapted is performd on the achievement of 
DPCM. These accessory are huffman coded consistent in 
threefold compression. 
The Accoutrement acclimated are MATLAB and Video 
Processing 
 
 MATLAB 
 MSTLAB is a top akin of after compulation decision 
and programming accent and alternation ambiance 
application matlab you can analysed the data, 

development of new algorithms and actualize models 
and applications. 
Video processing. 
          Computer eyes arrangement toolbox accommodate 
video processing algorithm and workflow tools. 
Application MATLAB video processing arrangement 
article appropriately alienated the use of boundless 
anamnesis abstracts beck from a video files. 
IV.Conclusions 
           In this cardboard we accept assured the basal 
altered techniques accessible for video compression. We 
accept apparent actuality JPEG ABD mpeg techniques. 
The adjustment X is bigger than the added methods in 
agreement of the afterward parameter. We plan to 
advance the constant Y in the arrangement based on our 
implementation. 
        Where X will be the name of the best adjustment 
and Y will be the constant which we are convalescent ( 
mainly PSNR). 
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